Analogies and DRM lists for Experiment 2.

Water:Boat::Road:Car

*Car* – truck, bus, train, vehicle, drive, jeep, ford, race, keys, garage, highway, van

Stand:Floor::Sit:Chair

*Chair* – table, legs, seat, couch, desk, recliner, sofa, wood, cushion, swivel, stool, sitting

Tooth:Brush::Hair:Wash

*Wash* – rinse, dishes, mouth, scrub, laundry, soap, shampoo, dish, soak, cloth, bathroom

Desert:Hot::Arctic:Cold

*Cold* – snow, warm, winter, ice, wet, frigid, chilly, heat, weather, freeze, air, shiver

Poverty:Wealth::Sickness:Health

*Health* – sickness, good, happiness, ill, service, strong, disease, body, poorly, pain, vigor, robust

Tunnel:Mountain::Bridge:River

*River* – water, stream, lake, Mississippi, boat, tide, swim, flow, run, barrage, creek, brook

Fire:Hot::Candy:Sweet

*Sweet* – sour, sugar, bitter, good, taste, tooth, nice, honey, soda, chocolate, heart, cake

Dark:Light::Short:Long

*Long* – tall, narrow, John, time, far, hair, island, road, thin, underwear, distance, line

Pestle:Mortar::Saucer:Cup

*Cup* – mug, tea, measuring, coaster, lid, handle, coffee, straw, goblet, soup, stein, drink